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Building our Teaching on the Whole Bible, Safeguarding Truth

N

ot many years ago, a theological
view called the “canonical
approach” was championed by
Brevard S. Childs from Yale Divinity School.
(The Canon means the accepted, received,
authoritative books of scripture – our
Bible.) This approach takes the whole
Bible into account when building theology,
including both the Greek Scriptures (New
Covenant) and the Hebrew scriptures
(Old Covenant). The canonical approach
means reading the Bible holistically and
believing that one can assert the general
thrust of the whole Bible – and especially
its climax in the New Covenant Scriptures
– for establishing teaching that should be
normative for all believers.*
When people “pick and choose” their
passages and verses to develop doctrine
they can arrive at very odd conclusions.
Today’s egalitarians argue that the main
thrust of the Bible is toward equality.

Advocates for gay marriage argue that the
thrust of the Bible is for greater and greater
acceptance of gay life!
Today, a growing number of Evangelicals
and Charismatics are coming to really
“off” positions in their theology, including
severely erroneous views such as
universalism (that everyone will be saved).
We noted last month that those who
reject the authority of the Old Testament
simply ignore what the New Testament
says about the Hebrew Bible. Even wellmeaning believers are liable to pick and
choose texts and misinterpret them, in
spite of other texts that would correct
their errors. This is now rampant. When
one builds a doctrinal position, it has to be
based on the picture that emerges from the
whole of scripture including all the texts
that make assertions about the matter. Yes,
there is evidence that the Bible sometimes
gives direction for a limited time. For
Continued on next page

Tikkun (tee-koon) n. [Hebrew]
1. Restoration: bringing back to health, strength; rebuilding
2. Setting in order; making straight
3. World redemption [Jewish tradition] - the final restoration of the world in harmony with God.

Tikkun International Inc. is not
affiliated with TIKKUN magazine,
the Institute for Labor and Mental
Health, or Rabbi Michael Lerner
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Study the Bible (cont.)
example, Paul writes on it being
better to not marry given certain
circumstances. However, when
we build our doctrine, we have
to make sure that we do not
reject the universal teaching
and commands of the Torah
and of the whole Bible. I call
this a “conservative canonical
approach.” We should go through
the Bible accounting for all the
texts that touch on a subject
in context and then come to a
whole-Bible conclusion. Many
are not are doing this today, but
it is crucial in avoiding error. I
wrote my last three books to
help correct errors that are now
becoming very alarming. These
books are:

•Prosperity:

What the Bible Really

Says,

DAVID BEN KESHET

Y

ishai Ribo is a young, newly-popular Israeli singer and songwriter. The
depth of spiritual hunger in his songs is refreshing. The fact that they are
broadcast on both religious and secular Israeli radio is surprising. He is an
Orthodox religious Jew. The broad appeal of his Hebrew songs is unusual, since the
norm in Israeli society is a baseline level of tension and mutual suspicion between
the secular and the religious.
Here is one of his songs with its many references to biblical prophecies, brought to
you here as an encouraging sign that spiritual hunger and awakening are stirring
here in Israel.

•Heaven, Hell and the Afterlife:
What the Bible Really Says, &

•Powers of Light and Darkness:
What the Bible Really Says.

While some cultural background
material for biblical interpretation
is also helpful, anyone can study
the Bible this way (for wholeBible conclusions) and thus
safeguard truth and avoid error.
Today this is easier with all the
software and internet Bible
tools available, many of them
without charge. Let’s have a truly
conservative canonical approach
that produces sound doctrine.
*Childs’ approach was almost at the
level of the “high view” of “inerrancy”
that we hold to - that all the texts of the
Bible always speak the truth according
to the basic teaching of each text.
Daniel C. Juster, Th. D.,
Restoration from Zion, Tikkun Global

tikkun.tv

Kol Dodi (The Voice of My Beloved) By Yishai Ribo
(Translation into English by David Ben Keshet)
The voice of my beloved, behold
He comes, they say
To lift up our horn, and to put all
evil away.

Then the does of the field,
The foxes will not fear,
But will go forth in the dance
And upon the mountains prance.

And from dust so deep,
To awaken those who sleep
At the sound of the shofar.

And from the clefts of the rock,
Living waters shall flow forth,
From the hidden terrace,
To the lily of the valleys
To establish the tabernacle,
That will remove our suffering here.

The voice of my beloved,
Behold He comes,
That’s the rumor that is spreading
The prophecy every young captive is
receiving.
So come, let’s go out to meet Him,
Drums and flute bring,
Praises to Him sing.
How blessed is the people whose God is
the LORD.
And then the day will break
And the lie will evaporate,

The voice of my beloved is
knocking,
Open to me my son.
The time of your redemption has
arrived,
Your troubles will be done.
And to you Rachel,
Good tidings I do bring,
No more is it time for weeping.

Please hear the song here: www.youtube.com/watch?v=02fFnUDFdSA
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On September 25, 2018 Paul Wilbur gave a concert in Jerusalem, created
a live recording, and touched many hearts. I was there. He’s been doing this
for some 40 years, and we’ve been friends for 37 of those years. I’ve written
him this letter to express what happened inside me during the event.
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Asher, Dan, Eitan and Paul

Dear Paul,
You stood before a packed house at the Pavilion, backed by top notch musicians and singers. The air was charged, electric.
Then you plunged in, unhesitating, boldly welcoming the Lord to return to the City of the Great King. And as never before,
I got it. Anticipating Yeshua’s coming is the heart of your message. How appropriate, especially for this time in history. I
realized anew that it’s this anticipation that forms and defines us. “Adonai, Adonai. Every knee will bow to you Lord most High...”
I’m so proud to see you in this place the Lord has given you, to see your years and years of sincere, all-out praise. It’s a place
of much influence, giving glory to God in earnest—inspiring multitudes.
Wow! Remember our Friday afternoons at Beth Messiah, those pre-Shabbat prayer times 35 years ago. We’d groan (well,
mostly Asher) and jump and yell and fall on our faces before the Lord as He visited our hunger with His presence. There were
prophetic moments then—longing to be in this land. And now here we are!
Hearing these songs that move my heart, I’m newly aware of the stark contrast we live with. On one hand there’s the current
day-to-day struggle—to see lives transformed by Yeshua’s death-busting atonement. And on the other hand—His coming
reign. I’m lifted, strengthened, freshly inspired by the Lord’s voice through yours. The King is coming so soon. And that makes
all the difference.
“You’ve captured our hearts...My soul is thirsting for you...the touch of your love.” These lyrics are of intimacy. Mr. Wilbur (as
we called you back in the congregational elementary school where we taught together in 1981-84) you remind us of the
exceedingly personal dimension of our relationship with the Messiah. It’s not academic. It’s intimate. Through your worship,
the transparency of your passion for the Lion who is a Lamb, I am brought back, restored to tenderness.
It’s so tough to stay tender in this harsh world, especially in Israel. This worship experience is a respite from battle. “Your love
is better than life...My soul is satisfied with the richness of you.”
When you sing about the longing for Yeshua to come it feels as if you are expressing the truest
longing for all of us. “Who was and Who is and Who is to come.” As you did back at Beth Messiah
Maryland in the 80s—you continue to inspire us to worship the Lord with all our heart. What a
journey! I will ever love and deeply appreciate you.
EITAN SHISHKOFF

P.O. Box 1018 Kiryat Yam 29109 Israel

| T: +972 (4) 877-7921

| F: +972 (4) 875-7792

| E: admin@tentsofmercy.org

| www.tentsofmercy.org
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Fax: 972-49915487
harvestofasher@hoamail.org
www.harvestofasher.org

Sea of Galilee after Rains

“…if your brother sins against you, go and tell
him his fault between you and him alone. If he
hears you, you have gained your brother…”
Matthew 18:15

GUY COHEN

T

he general atmosphere here in Israel during the Autumn “high
holiday” biblical feast season is one of repentance. Many
people (even atheists) ask each other for forgiveness, at least
on a superficial level, leading up to the Day of Atonement.
In Matthew 18:15-22 we read
Yeshua’s teaching on forgiveness.
“...if your brother sins against you,
go and tell him his fault between
you and him alone. If he hears you,
you have gained your brother...”
(NKJV). This is not forgiveness
between man and God but between
man and man. Here the person who
has been hurt must go to the one
who caused the damage.
What is the damage caused through
hurt and unresolved issues? Anger,
bitterness, resentment, and even
physical pain and sickness are a few
of the results we may experience
when we’ve been hurt.
What are the stages we go through
from the point of being hurt to the
point of having the ability to go to our
brother as Yeshua teaches?

First, someone hurts us.
Then, we must recognize how we are
reacting to that hurt. What are the
emotions we are experiencing? What
are we thinking? If we approach the
offending person while in this initial
state of turmoil, it will likely only
cause more trouble.
Once we are aware of our own
condition, we must seek help from
the Lord through prayer. What is
the help we need in this situation?
Part of it is certainly to forgive them.
However, we need to also look at
our motivation. Is it coming from a
place of unhealthy fear? Or, are we
looking to “prove” ourselves superior
to, or more spiritual than, the other
person? Neither of these are good
motivations and can be an indication
of the condition of our own heart.

After we have gone through the
above stages, then the desire to
forgive the person who hurt us can
come from a place of humility, as
we remember that Yeshua while on
the cross asked the Father, “Father
forgive them...” Who were the ones
whom He asked the Father to
forgive? His executioners! Why did
He ask the Father to forgive them?
“...for they do not know what they
do” (Luke 23:34).
Another tool we can use in working
through our hurts is putting
ourselves in the other person’s place.
What would I want them to do if I had
hurt them? This is also a good time
to consider those we have hurt and
think about what we have or have
not done to make amends.
Only now comes the right time in
this process to go to our brother.
This is not truly possible without
Yeshua and the covering of His
love. Our hope is that God will cover
the nation of Israel and all nations,
with Yeshua’s love; and that they
will see Him - the one who is the
atonement for our sins.
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n 2010 we launched our school for the arts, Rainbow of
Sounds (Keshet Tzlilim in Hebrew), under the umbrella of
Return to Zion Congregation. From the very beginning,
the goal has been simple: if we believe in the physical and
spiritual restoration of Israel, we can also believe in its
cultural restoration. Music and artistic expression have been
part of the Jewish heritage for a long time. Take King David
as a case in point.
Therefore we have decided to develop this aspect of our
culture in light of the Messianic Jewish vision and faith. The
musical dimension of this project has been complimented
with other art forms. Today, children (as well as adults)
can choose from among these classes: piano, stringed
instruments, wind instruments, guitar, drums, solfeggio/
music theory, choral singing, vocals, chess, painting and
musical composition.
Eight years of hard, but fruitful work are already behind us.
Today more than 120 students are learning! Eighty percent
of the students are children of new immigrants. They are
not able to pay for this artistic-educational enrichment, but
because of generous people who believed in this vision, it
has been possible for them to participate. Some of them are
from the congregation. Some of them are from surrounding
neighborhoods. Instead of spending their time aimlessly,
today these children are developing aspects of their inner
potential. Here they find friends, discover new horizons
and begin to develop and use their talents. (For example,
they held a touching concert on Hanukkah for Holocaust
survivors.)
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Days of Creation
At the end of the kid’s summer vacation in August, we had
five “Days of Creation” at our congregational facility in Haifa
for over 50 boys and girls, most of whom are children of new
immigrants. They learned what the Bible and natural sciences
have to say about the Creation, the origin of life, and God’s
plan for our personal lives. They were engaged in creative
activities and, of course, spent time playing and making
friends. From 9 am to 3 pm, the children were organized by
age groups, participating in creative workshops – drawing/
painting, working on a short film in the media studio and
taking part in the particularly popular culinary club.
The “Days of Creation” were a special opportunity (and
challenge) for us to prepare and implement an ambitious
new undertaking. It was a broad, community-wide effort.
On the last day, we took the children to the park and the
pool. These days were important for the formation of a
worldview, for building relationships and for the future of
each child. We see great prospects for this ministry. Through
the open hearts of children the Good News also touches
both their parents and friends.

Address: P.O. Box 9609, Haifa 3109601 | Email: info@shaveitzion.org

www.shaveitzion.org

From the Return to Zion Staff

• Material support of camps. We would like to provide more support for children from needy families who want
to take part in the school and other extracurricular events. We would like to be able to increase provision for
educational excursions, healthy food, contemporary visual materials, etc. In addition, significant resources are
required to pay teachers and specialists and to purchase and repair musical instruments and stage equipment.
• Devoted and loving staff. Today in our school of arts and in children’s programs there are many good employees
and volunteers, but with the growth of this ministry, we will be glad to find and add new, dedicated staff.
• Pray that through these programs the Lord will touch the children and their families.
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to exist? The total population of the
other 47 nations exceeds one billion
people! Israel has 8 million.

So who is the underdog?

By ERIC MOREY Founding Elder, Poriya Congregation

I

history of this Land seemed to prove
Muhammad’s theology to be correct—
it was controlled first by the Jews, then
by the Christians, then by the Muslims.

However, this point of view displays
ignorance regarding the context of this
conflict.

However, starting in the late 1800s,
the situation began to change. The
Jewish people began to return. In 1917
the Christian British Empire took over
from the Muslim Turks. Then in 1948
the Jewish State was established and
subsequently survived several wars
with multiple Muslim armies against all
the odds.

n the wake of the Nazi Holocaust,
most of the world saw the Jews
as underdogs. This was enough
to allow the State of Israel to be
established in 1948 with United Nations
approval. However, since that time
Israel has become stronger and more
prosperous. Starting in the 1980s, many
began to see the Palestinians as the real
underdogs.

The heart of this conflict lies
with Islam
Muhammad proclaimed that the Jews
had once been God’s Chosen People,
but were replaced by the Christians.
Then, according to Muhammad, the
Christians were in turn replaced by the
Muslims, who became God’s Chosen
People. I call this Islamic supersessionist
displacement, “Replacement Theology
on steroids.”
For many centuries the history of
sovereignty and control of the Holy
Land seemed to confirm this Muslim
theology. For much of the 1,400 years
leading up to the time of Messiah, it
was mainly inhabited and controlled
by the Jews. Later came the Christian
Byzantine Empire. Then, in 638 A.D., the
Muslims took over and controlled this
territory until 1917. The most concrete
and visible promise to the Chosen
People was the Promised Land, and the

So now, the reverse of Muhammad’s
displacement theology has happened.
Sovereignty of the Promised Land
went from being Muslim to being
(British) Christian to being Jewish
in a period of several decades. It
began to look as though God had
miraculously restored this Land to
Jewish sovereignty. It began to look as
though the Jews had not been replaced
by Christians or Muslims after all.
If so, then Muhammad was WRONG
about this important Islamic
theological doctrine that the Muslims
are now God’s Chosen People. If the
“Prophet” Muhammad was wrong
about this important doctrine, that
would seem to make him a false
prophet of a false religion!
Could that be why—among the 50
Muslim-majority nations in the world—
only three of them (Egypt, Jordan and
Turkey) actually recognize Israel’s right

In 2005 Israel uprooted all the Jewish
inhabitants from Gaza, giving the
Palestinians there the opportunity to
actually build a Palestinian State. Instead
Hamas has focused their resources on
their stated goal of destroying Israel,
not on building a viable state and
benefiting and developing their own
people. They are totally dependent on
foreign ‘aid’ from the UN and Muslim
countries such as Iran.
The true conflict is not essentially
between Israel and the Palestinians.
It is with Islam. The Palestinians have
been victimized by being deliberately
kept as refugees by Muslim leaders, to
be used as a tool and a weapon against
Israel, because the very existence of
Israel proves Islam to be a false religion.

Where—According to
Scripture—is All This heading?
“...in that day that I will make
Jerusalem a very heavy stone for all
peoples; all who would heave it away
will surely be cut in pieces, though
all nations of the earth are gathered
against it” (Zechariah 12:3 NKJV).
This is happening all over Europe and
also in North America. Those who
once stood with Israel are now turning
against her.
What is the LORD’s answer to this?
“In that day the Lord will defend the
inhabitants of Jerusalem...”
(Zechariah 12:8).
And then, the greatest news of all:
“...in that day His feet will stand on
the Mount of Olives”
(Zechariah 14:4a).
“And I will pour on the house of David
and on the inhabitants of Jerusalem the
Spirit of grace and supplication; then
they will look on Me whom they pierced”
(Zechariah 12:10).
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From a recent post at ReviveIsrael.org

ASHER INTRATER

The Fullness is Yet to Come
In reading through the Torah, we cannot help but
notice that there are several social institutions
described that never seem to achieve their fullness
in Israel’s history. For example:

1. Judicial system
2. Agricultural system
3. Feasts and Calendar
4. Priesthood
5. Settlement of Land
If all these elements are in the Scriptures
(and “Scripture cannot be broken” – John 10:35),
must there not be a time when they will come into
their fullness?
Some dismiss all these passages as simply “old
covenant,” that are done away with by the “new;”
but we believe that through Yeshua, we will see the
“fullness of all things,” including everything in the
Torah and Prophets, in heaven and on earth (Acts
3:21; Ephesians 1:10.)

Unfinished Business
With this in mind, we can read the Torah in a
“prophetic” way, with a future fulfillment yet to
come (Matthew 5:17-18). End times’ prophecies
are filled with references to Torah elements: Isaiah
2 describes the millennial kingdom in which “the
Torah will go forth from Zion” (verse 3); Isaiah
chapters 60 to 66 speak of a renewal of Zion
and resettlement of the land; Isaiah 66 makes
reference to food laws (verse 17), Levites (verse
21), new moons and Sabbaths (verse 23.)

The last 9 chapters of Ezekiel are perhaps
the most challenging. A new Temple is built,
described in utmost detail (chapters 40 to 41),
that is then filled with the glory of God (chapter
43), with a new priesthood and sacrificial
system (chapter 44), including all the feast
celebrations (chapter 45), led by the Messianic
King (chapter 46), in a renewal of nature and
agriculture (chapter 47), and resettlement of the
land according to the tribes of Israel (chapter 48).
What are we going to do with all these chapters?
The end of the book of Joel describes a
restoration of Zion both spiritually and
economically after the events of the end times.
Micah speaks of the former kingdom being
reestablished (Micah 4:8). Zechariah 14 looks
to a restoration of feasts and Temple worship
after the Second Coming of Messiah. From
these numerous scriptures, it seems clear that
there will be a renewal and observance of the
Torah during the Millennial Kingdom, which will
be consistent with New Covenant priorities
and emphases, as taught by Yeshua and the
Apostles.
God’s kingdom has order. The entire Bible,
including the Torah, defines that divine order.
(“Torah” means not only “law” but “instruction.”)
The ultimate goal of the Gospel of the Kingdom,
fulfilled in the Millennium, is to establish God’s
order on the earth, in Israel and in the nations.
Let us pray for wisdom to understand the right
integration of gospel, law and kingdom in these
end times.
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From a recent post at ReviveIsrael.org

CODY ARCHER

T

hroughout the book of Judges
there is a clear pattern that I
believe is still repeating itself
today. It goes like this:
After coming out of Egypt the people
of Israel began conquering the land
of Canaan (Israel) and settling in it.
Because they did not fully obey the
Lord by destroying the idolatry in the
land, they were enticed into idolatry.
They did evil in the sight of the
Lord God of their fathers by bowing
down to and serving the gods of the
Canaanite peoples. This angered the
Lord, and so He delivered them into
the hands of plunderers and sold them
into the hand of their enemies as
slaves.

Rock Bottom
Their powerlessness and distress
eventually caused them to turn back
to the Lord and plead for deliverance.
The Lord would have mercy and raise
up a judge or prophet for them who
would deliver them from the hand of
their enemies. But when that anointed
judge died, the people would once
again revert to their idolatrous ways
and even behave more corruptly than
their fathers (Judges 2:11-23). Then
the pattern would repeat itself again.

At times there were years or decades
of peace and quiet between Israel and
its neighbors. At other times Israel’s
enemies soon succeeded in taking
back possession of land that Israel
had conquered (Judges 3:13), and at
times they left Israel at the verge of
starvation by devouring their produce
(Judges 6:1-7).
Israel’s success or failure was always
connected to their single heartedness
in following the Lord. When they
strayed from His ways, He turned
against them. When they obeyed and
followed Him, nothing could stand
against them (Judges 7). National
repentance brought God’s presence,
peace, prosperity and possession of
more land.

Only One Solution
This pattern seems to still be
repeating itself in modern Israel. Acts
of terrorism and attacks on Israel’s
borders come in waves every few
years. I believe God is allowing these
things in order to get the attention
of His people. Yes, we can certainly
point the finger at the Devil, antiSemitism, radical Islam and a host
of other thorns in the side of Israel
for being causes of unrest, but these

are not the full picture. Until there is
national repentance and Israel turns to
Yeshua for both spiritual and physical
salvation, I don’t foresee Israel’s
enemies relenting anytime soon.
Israel doesn’t need a better army in
order to stop fire-bomb kites, rockets
and terror tunneling. Instead they
need a total turning of the heart back
to the God of their Fathers and His Son
Yeshua.
Thankfully this turning of the heart
is prophesied (Zechariah 12; Ezekiel
36)! All Israel will be saved when they
call out for the Only Judge/Prophet/
Messiah who can save them (Romans
11; Matthew 23:39). Yeshua will
respond to this call and will defeat
all the nations that attack Israel
(Zechariah 14). He will then sit on
David’s throne as Israel’s eternal King
and restore peace and prosperity, not
only in Israel but throughout the earth
(Isaiah 2).

Watchmen, Don’t Be Silent!
Praying for Israel to repent and turn to
Yeshua as a nation, is of the highest
importance and priority (Romans
10:1). Let us not grow weary in
standing in the gap for this people that
has been restored to their land, but is
under constant attack, and is not yet
restored to their God.

Connect with us at

www.reviveisrael.org
and on Facebook

